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Workday Introduces New AI and ML Innovations to Elevate the Manager Experience

New Manager Insights Hub Surfaces Automated Insights and Actions, Empowering Managers to Further Develop
and Grow Their Teams

SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 27, 2023 /PRNewswire/ -- Workday, Inc. (NASDAQ: WDAY), a leader in enterprise cloud
applications for finance and human resources, today announced several new features within Workday Human
Capital Management (HCM) that simplify and elevate the manager experience by empowering them with the
tools they need to lead efficiently and effectively.

The new capabilities being showcased today at Workday Rising, the company's annual customer conference,
leverage Workday AI to provide managers with timely insights and recommended actions around things like
team time off, important dates, employee skills, sentiment, goals, and more. Insights will be surfaced to
managers from within their workflow, enabling them to effortlessly create opportunities for their team's career
growth and development.

"Managers play such a pivotal role in the growth and development of their teams, but face increasing pressure
to improve productivity and performance while navigating evolving workplace policies," said David Somers,
group general manager, office of the chief human resource officer product, Workday. "Workday is the single
source of truth for people data, enabling us to surface relevant team information to managers when they need it
most, helping them be more impactful. Workday AI is making it easier for managers to succeed in their most
important role: people leadership."

Bringing Key Information and Actions to Managers' Fingertips

Managers are vital in shaping the success of an organization and driving the growth and development of their
direct reports. However, it's difficult to see and keep pace with all of the activity happening across their teams.
To empower managers to better support their teams and improve productivity, engagement, and performance,
Workday announced the availability of Manager Insights Hub, a new solution that delivers automated insights
and timely actions when they're needed most.

Manager Insights Hub leverages AI and ML to surface personalized recommendations – such as connections,
mentors, and gigs – and make it easier for managers to proactively identify the best opportunities for their
employees based on skills interests, which helps improve talent mobility and employee engagement across the
team. With the largest, cleanest set of financial and HR data, Workday is uniquely suited to generate accurate
and trustworthy results so managers can engage their direct reports with meaningful career conversations.

A Simplified and Personalized Experience to Adapt to Changing Business Needs

To support high-priority business needs, Workday also introduced Flex Teams, a new capability within Workday
HCM that helps managers quickly identify talent from across the organization, assemble a team, and define
roles. For example, if a manager needs a team to launch a new product, they can leverage AI within Workday
Skills Cloud to see and add suggested employees based on their skills. This helps managers act quickly while
enabling employees to see more tailored opportunities for growth based on their skills and interests.

In addition, a new Home and Insights feature delivers curated insights from Workday to provide managers with
a holistic view of relevant information related to their teams, including important dates (e.g., birthdays,
anniversaries, time off) and quick actions to complete tasks directly from the home page. And with integrations
across Microsoft Teams and Slack, Workday brings the most frequent and timely information right into the
manager's flow of work, allowing them to quickly approve time off and learning enrollment requests in one click
and have visibility into what's awaiting them through My Tasks.

"Today's managers must be effective team leaders, but they're often hindered by time-consuming tasks like
building dashboards and reports and tracking down relevant team information," said Stacey Harris, chief
research officer and managing partner of Sapient Insights Group. "Workday continues to invest in innovations
that bring together the data and tools that will help managers assemble the best teams for the work at hand
while improving the growth and development of their direct reports."

Availability

Manager Insights Hub is available to Workday Talent Optimization customers. Home and Insights, and Workday
for Microsoft Teams and Slack, are available to Workday HCM customers.
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Read the blog, "Frontline Workplaces: Experiencing High Turnover? The Cause May Be Your Manager."
Register to attend Workday Rising sessions in the digital program:

Talent and Skills: Strategy and Vision [PSV2226], Sept. 27 at 11:00am PDT.
Global HR and Workforce: Strategy and Vision [PSV2215], Sept. 27 at 12:15pm PDT.
Workday Experience: Strategy and Vision [PSV2211], Sept. 27 at 12:30pm PDT.
Employee Voice and Experience: Strategy and Vision [PSV2214], Sept. 27 at 1:30pm PDT.

About Workday
Workday is a leading provider of enterprise cloud applications for finance and human resources, helping
customers adapt and thrive in a changing world. Workday applications for financial management, human
resources, planning, spend management, and analytics are built with artificial intelligence and machine learning
at the core to help organizations around the world embrace the future of work. Workday is used by more than
10,000 organizations around the world and across industries – from medium-sized businesses to more than 50%
of the Fortune 500. For more information about Workday, visit workday.com.

© 2023 Workday, Inc. All rights reserved. Workday and the Workday logo are registered trademarks of
Workday, Inc. All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective
holders.

Forward-Looking Statements
This press release contains forward-looking statements including, among other things, statements regarding
Workday's plans, beliefs, and expectations. These forward-looking statements are based only on currently
available information and our current beliefs, expectations, and assumptions. Because forward-looking
statements relate to the future, they are subject to inherent risks, uncertainties, assumptions, and changes in
circumstances that are difficult to predict and many of which are outside of our control. If the risks materialize,
assumptions prove incorrect, or we experience unexpected changes in circumstances, actual results could differ
materially from the results implied by these forward-looking statements, and therefore you should not rely on
any forward-looking statements. Risks include, but are not limited to, risks described in our filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), including our Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarter ended July 31,
2023, and other reports that we have and will file with the SEC from time to time, which could cause actual
results to vary from expectations. Workday assumes no obligation to, and does not currently intend to, update
any such forward-looking statements after the date of this release.

Any unreleased services, features, or functions referenced in this document, our website, or other press
releases or public statements that are not currently available are subject to change at Workday's discretion and
may not be delivered as planned or at all. Customers who purchase Workday services should make their
purchase decisions based upon services, features, and functions that are currently available.
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